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Abstract 
It is proved that there exist integers e(k, 1) 3 - 1 for k, 1 = - 1 , 0, 1, such that Ind X x Y < 
e(Ind X, Ind Y) if the space X x Y is normal (and Hausdorff), Y is locally compact paracompact 
(in particular, compact) and Ind X < co, Ind Y < co (therefore any normal product of two finite- 
dimensional in the sense of Ind spaces, one of which is locally compact paracompact is finite-di- 
mensional in the same sense). Analogous assertions hold for any strongly paracompact product, 
any normal product with one metrizable factor and any normal product of a pseudocompact space 
and a k-space. Also it is proved that a strongly paracompact or a z-embedded subspace of a finite- 
dimensional in the sense of Ind normal space is finite-dimensional in the same sense. 0 1998 
Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
All spaces considered in this paper are assumed to be Tychonoff and we shall deal 
with the products of two spaces only. 
K. Morita devoted rather much time to the investigation of properties of topological 
products and, in particular, he was interested in their dimensional properties. Two famous 
theorems of Morita [8,9] state that dim X x Y < dim X + dim Y if Y is locally compact 
paracompact or X x Y is strongly paracompact. Analogous assertions are true for the 
large inductive dimension Ind if the space X x Y is normal and in X and Y the Finite 
Sum Theorem (FST) for Ind holds (see [ 14,161). But it is not so, if FST for Ind does not 
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hold in X or Y even for compact X and Y (see [4]). The following result concerning 
this subject was published by me in [13]: 
r’f X is paracompact, Y is locally compact paracompact and Ind X < 00, Ind Y < 
00, then IndX x Y < 00. Moreover there exist integers d(k, 1) 3 - 1 for k, 1 = 
-l,O, 1,. . . such that IndX x Y < d(IndX,IndY). 
This paper contains the following more general result. 
Theorem 1.1. There exist integers e(k, 1) 3 - 1 for k, 1 = - 1 , 0, 1, . . . such that 
IndX x Y < e(IndX,IndY) 
if the space X x Y is normal, Y is locally compact paracompact and IndX < 00, 
IndY < 00. (Hence the normal product of two finite-dimensional in the sense of Ind 
spaces, one of which is locally compact paracompact is finite-dimensional in the same 
sense.) 
In fact, an even more general result will be proved in the next section of the paper. 
This general result yields also the following: 
Corollary 1.2. The normal product of a k-space and a pseudocompact space is finite- 
dimensional in the sense of Ind if the factors are such. 
In Section 3 we obtain the following two assertions analogous to Corollary 1.2. 
Corollary 1.3. The normal product with one metrizable factor is finite-dimensional in 
sense of Ind if the factors are such. 
Corollary 1.4. Strongly paracompact products of finite-dimensional in the sense of Ind 
spaces are finite-dimensional in the same sense. 
Let us note that, in fact, more precise assertions than Corollaries 1.2-1.4 are proved 
in Sections 2 and 3. Let us also formulate the following consequences of the results of 
Section 3. 
Corollary 1.5. If X is a normal subspace of a normal space Y and Ind Y < 00, then 
Ind X 6 00 for a strongly paracompact X or when X is z-embedded in Y. (Recall that 
a subspace X of a space Y is z-embedded in Y if for any functionally open in X set 0 
there exist a functionally open in Y set U such that 0 = X n U.) 
Concerning normal products X x Y with IndX = Ind Y = 0 and IndX x Y = 00 
see [3,18,19]. 
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2. Products with a locally compact paracompact factor 
We need the following remark (see 112, Problem 2.2.C(c)]). 
Remark. If X is a normal space, A and B are closed in X sets and Ind A 6 7~, 
IndB~m,n~O,m~O,thenInd(AUB)~n+m. 
Proposition 2.1. There exist integers d(k, 1) 3 Ofor k, 1 = 0, 1,2, . . such that 
d(0, I) = I, I 2 0; d(k,O) = (k + 1) - d(k - 1,O) + 1, k > 0; 
d(k,l) - 1 = (k+ 1). (d(k - 1J) +d(k,E - 1)) k,l > 0, 
and 
Ind 2 < d(Ind X, Ind Y) (#I 
if a normal subspace Z of the topological product X x Y of a nonempty normal space 
X and a nonempty compact space Y is P-embedded in X x Y and IndX < 00, 
IndY < 00. 
Proof. Let us take closed in 2 and disjoint sets FO and Fl. Since 2 is normal and 
C*-embedded in X x Y, there exists a continuous function cp : X x Y -+ I = 10, l] 
with p-‘(i) 1 F,, i = 0, 1. Then (see, for example, [15, $3, Lemma 51) there exist a 
me&able space M and continuous mappings X : X 4 M and $J : M x Y + 1 such that 
‘p = $J 0 (A x idy). 
By the factorization theorem for mappings to metrizable spaces (see [12] or [2, Prob- 
lem 4.2.F]) it is possible to suppose, without loss of generality, that dim&’ < dim X 
(< IndX). 
Put Gi = $-l(i), i = 0,l. Let p and q be the projections of the product M x Y 
onto its factors M and Y correspondingly. For any point m E M the sets G,, = 
q(p-‘(m) II Gi), i = 0, 1, are disjoint and closed in Y. Hence there exists a partition 
H,, in Y between Gem and Cl, of dimension Ind H, < IndY - 1. Evidently the set 
y-l Hm rl (Go, U Gl,) is closed in M x Y and does not intersect the set p-‘(m). The 
compactness of Y imphes the closedness of p and so we can find a neighbourhood Om, 
of m such that 
p-‘Om n g-‘Hm n (GO, u G,,) = 0. 
From this it follows that p-’ Om n q-r H, = Om x H, is a partition in p-‘&n = 
Om x Y between the sets 
p-‘OmnGi=(OmxY)nG,, i-0,1. 
There exists an open refinement w of the cover (0,: m E M} of M such that w is the 
union of discrete systems wj = (0,: cy E Aj}, j = 1:. . . ,dimM + 1 6 dimX + I 
(see [ 111). The normality of M and the local finiteness of w allows us to take a closed 
cover of M consisting of sets F’, c O,, Q E A = lJ(A,: j = 1,. . . , dim M + 1). 
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Take a neighbourhood U, of A-‘P, so that cl U, c A-’ 0, and Ind Qa < Ind X - 1 
for Qa = bdU,. Then every system {Qa: a E Aj} is discrete and so 
IndQ,<IndX-1 forQj=U{~,: ~:EA~}, j=l,...,dimX+l. 
The set Rj = 2 fl (Qj x Y) is closed and so is C*-embedded in 2. Hence it is closed 
and C*-embedded in X x Y and in Qj x Y. 
Fix m(a) so that 0, c Om(cr) and put H, = Hmca). Then 
IndH, < IndY - 1. 
Since Fi c (A x idy)-‘Gi, i = 0, 1, and Om(ct) x H, is a partition in Om(a) x Y 
between the sets (Om(cr) x Y) n Gi, i = 0, 1, the set 
.Zn (clu, x Ha) =Zn ((clU, x Y) n (A-‘Om(a)) x Ha) 
= 2 n ((cl U, x Y) n (A x id y)-'Om(cr) x Ha) 
is a partition in 2 n (cl U, x Y) between the sets 2 n ((cl U, x Y) n F,), i = 0,l. 
The set 2 n (cl U, x Ha) is closed and so C*-embedded in 2. Hence it is closed and 
C*-embedded in X x Y and X x Ha. 
From the discreteness of the system sj = { Zn (cl U, x Ha): a E Aj} in Z it follows 
thatthesetSj=UsjisclosedinZ, j=l,...,dimX+l.Let 
T=U{R,uS;: j=l,...,dimX+l}. 
It is possible to prove in the standard way that T contains a partition F in Z between 
Fo and Fl. (If Bei, i = 0, 1, are disjoint and open in Z n (cl U, x Y) sets such that 
(Z n (cl U, x Y)) \ (Z n (cl U, x Ha)) = Bat U Ba2 and 
Zr?(clU, xY)nFi CB,i, i=O,l, 
then F = bd (Z \ U{Bao U (Z n (cl U, x Ha)): N E A}).) 
If IndX = 0 then dim X = 0 and T = 5’1. If, additionally, Ind Y = 0 then Si = 8 
and so Ind F < Ind T = - 1 = Ind Y - 1. Consequently 
IndX x Y < 0 = IndY = d(IndX,IndY). 
Suppose now that IndX x Y < Ind Y for IndY < n and let Ind Y = n, n > 0. Then, 
by inductive hypothesis, 
Ind(Zn (clU, x H,)) < IndH, 6 IndY - 1. 
The discreteness of sj yields the inequality Ind F < Ind T = Ind Si < Ind Y - 1. Thus 
Ind Z < Ind Y = d(0, lnd Y) = d(Ind X, Ind Y). 
IfIndY=OandIndX>OthenT=U{R~: j=l,...,dimX+1}.If,additionally, 
Ind X = 1 then, by Remark (or the Sum Theorem), Ind F < Ind T < 0 and Ind Z < 
1 = d( 1,O) = d(IndX, IndY). Suppose that Ind Z 6 d(IndX, 0) = d(IndX, IndY) 
for IndX < n and let IndX = 72, n > 0. Then dimX < n and, by Remark and the 
inductive hypothesis, 
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IndF<IndT~(dimX+1)~d(n-1,0)6(n+1)~d(n-1,0) and 
IndZ<(n.+l).d(n-l,O)+l=d(n,O)=d(IndX,IndY). 
Therefore we have proved (#) when Ic = 0 or 1 = 0. In particular, we have proved (#> 
for Ind X + Ind Y = 1. Suppose that (#) holds for Ind X + Ind Y < n and let Ind X + 
IndY = 72, rt > 1. It is sufficient to consider only the case when the dimensions 
Ind X = Ic and Ind Y = 1 are positive. Then, by Remark, the inductive hypothesis and 
the discreteness of the systems sj, 
IndZn(clU,xH,)<d(lc,Z-l), QEA; 
IndF<IndTQ~{IndR,+IndS~: j=l,...,dimX+l} 
< (dimX + 1) . (d(k - 1,l) + d(k, 1 - 1)) 
< (Ic + 1) . (d(k - 1, I) + cl(lc, 1 - 1)) 
= d(IndX, IndY) - 1. 0 
Corollary 2.2. If the topological product X x Y of a nonempty normal space X with 
Ind X < cc and a nonempty compact space Y with Ind Y < cc is normal, then Ind X x 
Y < cc, more exactly, 
IndX x Y < d(IndX, IndY) 
(relatively to d(., .), see Proposition 2.1). 
(*> 
Corollary 2.3. If the topological product X x Y is normal and C” -embedded in X x /?Y 
and 0 < Ind X < oc, 0 < Ind Y < co, then we have (*). 
Proof. Follows from Proposition 2.1 and the equality IndPX = Ind X. 0 
Let f : X + Y be a continuous mapping, f”: ,0X ---f /3Y be the continuous exten- 
sion of f, ,9,X = fl-‘Y and Pf = f: ,8,X + Y. Evidently, the mapping Pf is 
perfect. Let us note that X is C*-embedded in /3,X because X c ,B,X c ,!?X. Recall 
that a mapping f : X -+ Y is called WZ-mapping [6] (respectively, a Z-mapping) if 
(Pf)-‘9 = clp,x(f-’ ) f y or any y E Y (respectively, if fZ is closed for any zero-set 
2 in X). It is clear that (Pf)-‘y = P(f-ty) if the space X is normal and f is a 
WZ-mapping. It is known [6] that every Z-mapping is a WZ-mapping. 
Corollary 2.4. If the topological product X x Y is normal and its projection 
p:XxY+X 
is a WZ-mapping (in particular a Z-mapping or a closed mapping) then X x Y is 
C* -embedded in X x PY and zx additionally, 0 < Ind X < co, 0 < Ind Y < CM, then 
we have (*). 
Proof. As it was noted (pp)-‘y = /3(p-‘y) = PY, y E Y. Let q:X x Y --f Y be the 
projection. Since X x Y c &,(X x Y) c p(X x Y), there exists a continuous extension 
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F: &(X x Y) + ,BY of Q. The restriction qlP-jZ is a homeomorphism onto Y and so the 
restriction 4 (pP) - L y is a homeomorphism onto PY for any y E Y. Therefore the diagonal 
product A :&(X x Y) + X x PY of pp and S is one-to-one and continuous. Let pr 
be the projection of the product X x pY onto the factor X. The perfectness of ,@ and 
the relation pp = pr o A imply the perfectness and, consequently, the homeomorphness 
of A. This allows us to identify &(X x Y) and X x ,DY and to suppose that X x Y is 
C*-embedded in X x /3Y. Now it is sufficient to use Corollary 2.3. EI 
Corollary 2.5. If the topological product X x Y of a k-space X and a pseudocompact 
space Y is normal, then X x Y is C*-embedded in X x ,8Y and if 0 6 Ind X < cc, 
0 < Ind Y < 03 then we have (*). 
Proof. Indeed (see, for example, [S]), the projection of X x Y onto X is a Z-mapping 
in this case. q 
Let us generalize Proposition 2.1. 
Lemma 2.6. If a space Y is locally compact paracompact, then there exist two discrete 
systems 61 and 62 of compact subsets of Y such that (U 6,) U (U 62) = Y. 
Proof. Let X be a locally finite open cover of Y such that the closures of elements of X 
are compact. Then the cover X is star-finite (see, for example, 11, page 139, Lemma 61). 
Then the components A,, a E A, of X are countable, the sets U A, are open and 
(UXCY)n(UXp)=Oif~#Zp,a,P~A( see, for example, [ 1, page 70, Remark 4 and 
Proposition 31 or [2, Lemmas 5.3.8 and 5.3.91). 
Fix a E A. Since the system A, is countable, we can put A, = { Oi : i = 1,2,3, . . .}. 
LeW = @d, ~2 = st(l+hdcu)\pl andw-1 = st(i_hd,)\(pU,-~ Wh) (where 
St(U ,u~, A,) = {Oi E A,: Oi n (U pun) # Q)}), n = 2,3,. . . , The star-finiteness of A, 
yields the finiteness of all pLn and, consequently, the compactness of all closures cl ,Q~. 
Evidently, cl p-in f? cl pm = 8, Jm - 721 3 2, m, n = 1,2,3, . . ., and so 
61,={clpu,: n=2m+l, m=1,2,3 ,... } and 
6~~ = (clpn: n=2m, m= 1,2,3 ,... } 
are discrete systems of compact sets such that U A, = (U S,,) u (U 62,). Now we can 
put si = U{&,: a~ A}, i= 1,2. 0 
Theorem 2.7. If a normal subspace Z of the product X x Y of a nonempty normal 
space X and a nonempty locally compact paracompact space Y is C*-embedded in 
X x Y and IndX < cc, IndY < cc, then 
Ind 2 < 2 d(Ind X, Ind Y > 
(relafively to d( ., e), see Proposition 2.1). 
Proof. Take systems Sr and 62 as in Lemma 2.6. If D E &, then the set 2~) = Zn(X x 0) 
is closed in 2 and so C*-embedded in Z, in X x Y and in X x D. Since the space 
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ZD is normal (by Proposition 2.1), Ind ZD < d(Ind X, Ind D) < d(Ind X, Ind Y). From 
the discreteness of & it follows that Ind Z n (X x U Si) < d(IndX, IndY). The sets 
z 0 (X x USi), i = 1,2, are closed in Z and cover it. By Remark, this gives us the 
nesessary inequality. 0 
Theorem 1.1 is an evident consequence of Theorem 2.7. 
3. Products with a metric factor and strongly paracompact products 
Proposition 3.1. If X is a locally compact paracompact subspace of a nonempty normal 
space Y, then Ind X < 2 Ind Y. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.6, there exist discrete in X systems Si, i = 1,2, consisting of 
compact subsets such that X = (U 61) U (U 62). Then Ind IJ & < IndY, i = 1,2, and, 
by Remark, Ind X < 2 Ind Y. 0 
The following lemma also concerns the situation considered in the previous assertion. 
Lemma 3.2. Let X be a locally compact paracompact subspace of nonempty normal 
space Y and Fi, i = 0, 1, are disjoint closed subsets of X. Then there exist a partition 
in X between Fi, i = 0, 1, which is contained in the union of three closed subsets of X 
of the large inductive dimension < IndY - 1. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.6, there exist discrete in X and consisting of compact subsets 
systems S,, j = 1,2. Since X is collectionwise normal and locally compact, there 
exists a discrete in X system y of neighbourhoods of elements of 61 with compact 
closures. We can assume that Ind bd 0 < Ind Y - 1 for any 0 E y because all compact 
subsets of Y have the large inductive dimension < Ind Y and we can pass to more small 
neighbourhoods of elements of 61 than elements of y. Let Ur = Ur. Then bdU, = 
U{bd 0: 0 E r} and Indbd U1 < Ind Y - 1 because the system y is discrete. By the 
same reason, Ind cl UI = Ind U{cl 0: 0 E y} < Ind Y. Let U2 = X \ cl Ut As in the 
case of UI we have Ind cl U2 6 Ind Y. Thus we can take partitions G, in cl Uj between 
FI n clU, and F2 f’c1Uj with IndGj 6 IndY - 1, j = 1,2. If Gs = bdU,, then a 
partition in X between Fi, i = 1,2, is contained in the union of Gj, j = 1,2: 3. 0 
Theorem 3.3. There exist integers g(m) 3 0, m = 0, 1,2,. . , such that 
g(O)=O; g(m)=3g(m-l)+l, m>O, 
and if X is a z-embedded normal subspace of a nonempty normal space Y with Ind Y < 
CC then 
IndX 6 g(IndY). (**) 
Proof. Let us take closed in X and disjoint sets Fi, i = 0, 1. Then there exist a continuous 
function f : X + [0, l] such that f-‘{i} > Fi, i = 0, 1. The sets Oi = X \ f-‘(i) 
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are functionally open in X and cover it. Since Y is C*-embedded in /3Y, the set X 
is C*-embedded in /3Y too. Let sets Vi, i = 0, 1, are functionally open in ,0Y and 
X n Vi = Oi, i = 0,l. Then the set U = Ut U UT is functionally open in /3Y and so is 
locally compact and Lindelof. Evidently, the closures Hi = cl uFi, i = 0, 1, are disjoint. 
By Lemma 3.2 and the equality Ind PY = Ind Y, there exist a partition H in U between 
Hi, i = 0, 1, and closed in U sets Gj with IndGj < IndY - 1 such that H is contained 
in the union of the sets Gj, j = 1,2,3. Then F = H nX is a partition in X between Fi, 
i = 0, 1, and this partition is contained in the union of the sets Sj = Gj n X, j = 1,2,3. 
If Ind Y = 0 then all Gj, H and F are empty and so Ind X < 0 = g(Ind Y). 
Suppose that (w) is true for Ind Y < n and let Ind Y = n, n > 0. Then, by inductive 
hypothesis, IndSj < g(n - I), j = 1,2,3, and by Remark, Ind F < 3g(n - 1). Hence 
IndX < 3g(IndY - 1) + 1 = g(IndY). q 
Since any Lindelof subset of any Tychonoff space is z-embedded, we have 
Corollary 3.4. If a subspace X of a normal space Y with 0 < Ind Y < cc is Lindeloi 
then (* *) holds. 
Now we can obtain the following assertion relating to Corollary 2.3. 
Corollary 3.5. Zf the topological products X x Y and X x ,DY are normal, X x Y is 
z-embedded in X x PY and 0 < Ind X < cc, 0 < Ind Y < co, then we have 
IndX x Y < g(d(IndX,IndY)). (***I 
(Relatively to g(.) and d(., .), see Theorem 3.3 and Proposition 2.1.) 
Proof. By Corollary 2.2, IndX x ,DY < d(Ind X, IndPY) = d(IndX, IndY) and, by 
Corollary 3.4, we have (w*). 0 
Corollary 3.6. If the product of a metric space X and a space Y is normal and 0 6 
IndX < 00, 0 < IndX < co, then we have (*w>. 
Proof. The product X x BY is paracompact and so normal. If the space X is discrete, 
then, evidently, the product X x Y is rectangular (concerning the definition of the rect- 
angularity, see [14,15]). If X is not discrete, then (see [17]) the normality of X x Y 
implies its countable paracompactness and X x Y is rectangular in this case too (in fact, 
this is proved in [7, the proof of Lemma 41). Now it is sufficient to note that the metriz- 
ability of X and the rectangularity of X x Y imply the z-embeddedness of X x Y into 
X x PY (see [lo]). 0 
If the space X x Y is Lindelbf, then it is z-embedded in PX x PY. Since Ind X = 
Ind /3X and Ind Y = Ind ,8Y in this case, we obtain 
Corollary 3.7. If the product X x Y is Lindeliifand 0 6 Ind X < co, 0 < Ind X 6 co, 
then we have (***). 
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This corollary may be generalized. 
Theorem 3.8. If X is a strongly paracompact subspace of a nonempty normal space Y 
with IndY < 00, then we have (**). 
Proof. Let Fi, i = 0, 1, be disjoint closed in X sets. Then for any 
there exist a functionally open neighbourhood Ox which intersects at most one of the 
sets Fi, i = 0,l. Take a star-finite refinement X of the cover {X n Ox: x E Y’} of 
X. Let X,, o E A, be the components of the cover X. Fix o and put X, = lJ X,, 
F,, = X, U F,, i = 0,l. Let X, = {Lj: j = 1,2,3,. . .}. Then we can take x(j) 
so that Lj c O(zj), j = 1,2,3,. . . . The set 0, = lJ{O(xj): j = 1,2,3,. . .)} is 
functionally open in ,!?Y and so is locally compact Lindelbf. Evidently, X, c 0, and 
the closures Hia of the sets Fia, i = 0, 1, in 0, are disjoint. Using Lemma 3.2 and 
acting as in the proof of Theorem 3.3, we can find a partition F, in X, between Ftcu, 
i = O,l, of dimension IndF, = -1 if IndY = 0 and IndF, < 3g(n- 1) if IndY = n, 
n > 0. Since the system of all sets X, is discrete in X, the union F = U{Fcy: N E A} 
is a partition in X between Fi, i = 0, 1, and Ind F 6 3 g(Ind Y - 1). Consequently, 
IndX < g(IndY). 0 
Corollary 3.9. If the product X x Y is strongly paracompact and 0 6 IndX 6 ‘x), 
0 < IndY < x0, then we have (CM). 
Proof. By Corollary 2.2, IndPX x BY 6 d (IndPX, IndPY) = d (IndX, IndY). Now 
we can use Theorem 3.8. 
4. Questions 
LettheproductXxYbenormalandIndX<oc, IndY<co.IsIndXxY<x 
if 
(1) X is p-paracompact; 
(2) Y is o-compact (or even is the union of a countable system of locally compact 
paracompact closed subspaces); 
(3) the product X x Y is (piecewise) rectangular? 
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